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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals.
Some question sets might have more than one
correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions
will not appear in the review screen.
You are developing an Azure solution to collect point-of-sale
fPOS) device data from 2,000 stores located
throughout the world. A single device can produce 2 megabytes
(MB) of data every 24 hours. Each store
location has one to five devices that send data.
You must store the device data in Azure Blob storage. Device
data must be correlated based on a device
identifier. Additional stores are expected to open in the
future.
You need to implement a solution to receive the device data.

Solution: Provision an Azure Event Hub. Configure the machine
identifier as the partition key and enable
capture.
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/event-hubs-pr
ogramming-guide

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which tool and technique is used to sequence activities?
A. Project management software
B. Expert judgment
C. Applying lead and lags
D. Decomposition
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

D
B
A
C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which cache type(s) does WebSphere Portal provide?
A. Global only
B. Non-shared only
C. Shared and non-shared only
D. Shared only
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wpdoc/v6r0/index.jsp?t
opic=/com.ibm.wp.ent.doc/ wpf/tune_cache.html
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